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You’ll Keep Thinking About Tucker
Beathard’s “You Would Think”
His emotional video shows the hurt and frustration caused by a frayed relationship.

Tucker Beathard tells an important and sensitive story in his new video, “You Would
Think.” Although at first it might seem like a song about someone simply longing for
an ex, director Sam Siske guides the narrative in an unexpected direction — one that
will stick with you long after you watch it.
It’s been four years since Beathard broke into the country scene with “Rock On.”
Now signed to Warner Music Nashville, he wrote this new single with his father
Casey Beathard and Donovan Woods. Take a look at “You Would Think,” then read
our exclusive interview below the player.

What do you remember most about the shoot for this video?
I came in early to watch the other scenes being shot because I wanted to see how the
story was transpiring, and that it was bringing the song alive in the way we
envisioned. The actors we had in the video all did an amazing job of telling this story
and Sam really dug into the emotions of the song.
How does the video bring your song to life?
I think the video really helps show the perspective of the song from the one we were
channeling when we were writing it. On a surface level a listener might
automatically assume “You Would Think” is about a romantic relationship, but it can
also be from the perspective of other relationships including the one in the video,
between a child and a parent. I feel like the video really brings to life the hurt and
frustration that is caused by a frayed relationship, whatever the specific situation
might be.
What message do you hope your fans take away from the video?
I just hope the song resonates with those who are familiar with being in that kind of
position, in whatever kind of relationship that may be for them.
How did it feel to see the finished product for the first time?
It was awesome. I’ve always loved the visual side of art and songs, so to see a song
come to life visually is always exciting.

